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Graham Nash (c) 1992 Nash Notes ASCAP

After the clouds disappear
After the rainbow has gone
I'm left with a song in my ear
The melody is lingering on
How come I have to explain
Music is worth all the pain

After the rain washes down
After all the fog burns away
Will I see the sun coming 'round?
Closer and closer each day
How come I have to explain
People are worth all the pain
I just want to see the love in your eyes
After the storm has passed you and gone

When you're dreaming of how it can be
It doesn't work to pretend
Let me tell you what happened to me
Just to get to the end
I needed a friend
After the rainbow had gone
It's so sad, losing a friend
But the memories are lingering on

How come I have to explain
Children are worth all the pain

I just want to see the love in your eyes
After the storm has passed you and gone

I just want to see the love in your eyes
After the storm has passed you and gone

Bass: Daniel (Freebo) Friedberg
Drums, Percussion: Ethan Johns
Keyboards: Craig Doerge
Acoustic Guitar: Graham Nash
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Acoustic, National Guitars: David Crosby
Lead Vocal: Graham Nash
Additional Vocals: Jennifer Stills

Producer and Engineer: Glyn Johns
Engineer: Paul Dieter
Assistant Engineer: Brett Swain
Mixed by Glyn Johns
Recorded at O'Henry Sound Studios
Burbank, CA on April 11, 1994
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